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About This Game

Once upon a time, arcade shooter gamers where you have to fend off impending waves of an alien menace, was all the rage, but
while retro may be old, it is never forgotten. So, inspired by an arcade classic, Super Destronaut DX is retro space shooter that

pits you against an enemy more dreaded than a UFO, a scoreboard. With multiple modes and high-scores that can be attained by
yourself and players all over the globe, this is a game that will put you on the path of achieving a score as high as you can

possibly muster.

So, if you are a fan of old-school shooters, be prepared to feel right at home and if you have a friend who is just as passionate as
you are about shooting, why not have them play with you. With support for a local multiplayer mode, maybe the two of you
together have just what it takes to beat the invading aliens once and for all and secure the top spot! You know you want too.

Features:
• 30 different Challenges to complete

• 3 modes in the form of Classic Mode, Time Attack & Hardcore
• 2 player multiplayer

• Various weapon types
• Online leaderboards

• Voice over narration by Barry Dunne
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This game is awesome, I really do enjoy playing this. Needs more players!
There is another this kind of game (can't recall the name) but I haven't liked it nearly as much as I like this one.
This is based on teamwork but you can go all alone and do lots of damage to enemy ships and capture them. Which brought to
my mind that using swords is pretty hard, I don't yet know how it works but all other mechanisms (flying, shooting etc) works
fine and it is lot of fun!. A fun little indie game. With a very little price.
Great game to let kids play. Has some bugs but nothing too bad.. Fun for a little while, then loses its appeal.. I would enjoy the
game if there were a few different features, such as being a different game. just delete it, it ♥♥♥♥ing suck.

PROS:
you're a hot moe ♥♥♥♥♥

CONS:
about 10 fps
Lucent heart on the highest setting still looks worse than runscape fully zoomed out and on the lowerst setting
. This game is unique and poetic, and has a good story.

The problem is: I was expecting combat, and all you try to fight are fears and traumas. I say try, because you don't actually fight
them, as all your skills are based on avoiding and preventing them from harming you.

If this is a plus for you, go for it. =). I would not recomend this Add-On reason:

after numerous reinstallation attemps the ingame station of Wedel looks like this.... http:\/\/prntscr.com\/jqt3td , frankly i havent
been to Wedel station that often since i live around 2 hours away from it and id have to cross through the center of hamburg to
get there. Nethertheless I cant remember of the Station and its sourroundings looking like this.

I once on initial release was able to use this DLC the way it was supposed to but there are points that let this DLC down as
numerous other people have already stated the train 474\/+ and the classic 474 (seperate DLC) lack indepth controls the sounds
are underwhelming and slightly dull... not like in the real world. The driving characteristics of the the trains is off par good rapid
acceleration but poor braking performance which is just not realistic.

The Route itself is pretty accurate except for the lack of lights in the stations of the S3-Tunnel (where the S1 also operates on)
aswell as lack of animations or quite liturally the bother of the devs clean finish the stations... once again not impressed by
Dovetails work and again it seems like a money grab.

As soon as you choose the Pantograph version of the 474\/474+ the route stations seem to change to the Hamburg-L\u00fcbeck
routes stations wich i have but not installed but still shows them not the S1 routes Stations.... http:\/\/prntscr.com\/jqtaoq

I have already contacted support and they either blame my computer and I dont meet the requirements (eventhough my system
is way above the minimum requiremts of the game and DLC) or they say they cant help me.... DTG-Support in my eyes has
pretty much always had the worst support of gaming devs beating EA by a landslide..

My conclusion, unless your a big fan of the german Suburban rail network in Hamburg, buy it. I would highly not recommend
this route and if you need help for the game dont count on DTG support theyve given up with TrainSimulator for TSW and are
just using TS2018 to cash grab.. The dark mist cards are not really worth it, but the evil swarms are okay. Only buy if you like
playing okay controll decks. wow where to start, this game has something for everyone. you like dark souls get this game, you
like gta get this game, you like skyrim get this game, you like sonic the warehog get this game, you like 12 year old hentai
tentacle\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665get this game. the combat is on the levels of cod 4 mw, the graphics of crysis,
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the story of half life, with a lore deeper than the elder scrolls. i cannot recomend this enough, after playing this game you can
truely say that you have \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ed a 10 year olds mum. Cant wait for the DLC to come out, which will
surely add tonnes of new content. rumor has it that the sequal will be at e3. \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 DEATH STRANDING
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 UNDERTALE \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 JUST CAUSE GET THIS GAME. this is a really good
game!!!! ^-^
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A classic match 3 franchise that made up a majority of my childhood, I can always reccomend this entire series (minus Luxor
Mahjongg). Very enjoyable game when the servers were busy - however nowadays the most you might get is a handful of
people thrown in with the bots. And I've got to say, I think it's a complete shame, really and truly. It is an innovative and exciting
premise a breath of fresh air from the litany of Terraria clones, army FPS's & FTPMMORPPGS♥♥♥♥THATSHIT.

The problem seems to be that the dev's seem to no longer support it, as it's had no updates in a long while.

To make thinks worse the game still retains a fairly hefty price tag of €13.99 - which I think is idiotic.
What the devs should be doing (if they have no intention of supporting it properly) is to be flogging it off cheaply in steam sales
on a regular basis to increase the player base and breath some life into the game.

Currently as is, with so few people, I can't say that I'd recommend it for the price - however the game itself is brilliant fun and
the level of co-operation I came across with strangers was amazing.

So in short, I am going to recommend this game on the games merits, but would either wait for it to go on sale or for the price to
drop.. 10/10 Spent more time customising my characther than playing. decent.. but much better games out there.. I thought each
DLC was an extra portal. All it is is some stupid costume you put on. Don't waste your money on the DLCs. A typical game for
any nerds, if there's still any out there. You visit stars, loads of stars, some levels have four suns, some underpowered and some
about to blow but your machine is build to be friendly with the suns across four galaxies in hte game. The game is hard and it is
funny when you lose because the ship is tough to align. It is a very very nerdy game. This game is better then Star Wars if it
encourages players to be friendly towards any star across galaxies. This game prepares any future astronaut to be friends with
the suns. A shame that all the suns are represented with the color of the level tier. I would of liked if the colored sun would mix
together and be in one level, not divided!

Also the game has good graphics.. Alien Breed is an isometric sci-fi shooter where you independently control the direction your
character aims and moves. You maneuver through a series of 5 stages in each episode, collecting weapons and items, and
shooting aliens as they appear while you move from objective to objective provided on your mini-map.

It is difficult to write a separate review for each Episode, as they all largely play the same - you move from point A to point B to
pick up access code C to open door D to get to point E to get access code F to.....you get the picture. Lots of backtracking
through same-looking corridors, fighting similar looking enemies which pop out of the floor and walls.

It's fun, but only moderately so - I would NOT recommend playing through a single episode in one sitting, let alone all three
episodes. The gameplay is repetitive and it's the sort of thing you'll want to put down for a while between sessions (I'd actually
say on the level of months between episodes) so it doesn't get stale.

I will note that the third episode is easily the most difficult of the three, so if you're looking for a challenge, this one is probably
the one to look at.. I hate this damn game. A great improvement on Caesar III. Buying will give you many hours of fun and
enjoyment. The first game in the Ys series to use the party system allowing the use of other characters and a myriad of
skills/attacks. This game isn't platform heavy as the earlier installments into the series but instead focuses on evading through
dash rolls or guarding instead of jumping around.

For a port the only problem that you might notice is the low quality textures but I was so busy with the high paced action and our
hero Adol doing his usual thing that I barely noticed it for most of the game.
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